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ABSTRACT
MANGANESE BIOAVAILABILITY DRIVES ORGANIC MATTER
TRANSFORMATIONS ACROSS OXIC-ANOXIC INTERFACES VIA BIOTIC AND
ABIOTIC PATHWAYS
SEPTEMBER 2022

NATHAN A. CHIN
B.S., CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, NY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, MA
Directed by: Professor Marco Keiluweit
Soil organic matter decomposition is a critical process that affects nutrient
cycling, CO2 emissions, and carbon storage in terrestrial environments. Recent evidence
suggests reactive manganese (Mn) phases, potent oxidants that depolymerize compounds
like lignocellulose in soil organic matter, act as critical drivers of organic matter
decomposition in soil and sediment environments. Furthermore, oxic-anoxic interfaces
(OAIs) have been shown to be crucial hotspots for the formation of reactive Mn(III)
species and associated organic matter degradation. However, the extent to which
microbially mediated Mn(III) formation and subsequently Mn(III)-driven organic matter
oxidation depends on Mn availability remains largely unknown. Additionally, the relative
contributions between abiotic and biotic Mn-mediated organic matter oxidation pathways
have been poorly quantified. In this study, we quantified the impact of Mn availability on
Mn-mediated particulate organic carbon (POC) oxidation across the redox gradient and
the specific contributions of abiotic and biotic reactions. To accomplish this, we
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established soil redox gradients in diffusion reactors and varied Mn(IV) oxide
concentrations in the anoxic zone. The ensuing reductive mobilization of Mn(IV) oxides
in the anoxic zone was meant to manipulate Mn(II) supply towards the OAI. The addition
or exclusion of microbial inoculum allowed us to examine the abiotic contributions to Mn
translocation and POC oxidation. Mn(II) translocation, Mn(III) formation, and C
transformations across the redox gradient were quantified over a 12-week incubation
period. Wet-chemical extractions combined with Mn XANES indicated that reactive
Mn(III) formation at OAIs increased with enhanced Mn availability. Comparison of
inoculated and uninoculated treatments revealed microbial Mn oxide reduction to be the
critical driver of Mn translocation to oxic-anoxic interfaces. Subsequent enhanced Mn
availability at the OAI enhanced POC oxidation and increased CO2 production rates due
to enhanced microbial translocation and primarily attributed to microbially mediated
Mn(III) formation. Our study emphasizes the importance of Mn(III)-mediated C
oxidation across OAIs and its dependence on the provision of Mn(II) through microbial
Mn reduction. Combined, our results show Mn–C coupled cycling across redox gradients
as a critical biogeochemical process that has profound impacts on ecosystem scale soil C
storage and CO2 fluxes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Global importance of Mn in decomposition
Soil organic matter is the largest and most dynamic terrestrial soil carbon (C) pool
(Scharlemann et al. 2014). Accordingly, the decomposition of soil organic matter is a
crucial mechanism that controls nutrient release and cycling within terrestrial ecosystems,
which in turn are critical for plant growth (Hättenschwiler et al. 2005). Soil organic
matter decomposition also impacts terrestrial C fluxes, thereby influencing the release of
CO2 (Heimann and Reichstein 2008) and potentially creating positive feedback loops that
exacerbate climate change (Davidson and Janssens 2006). Understanding the factors
affecting soil organic matter decomposition are, therefore, critical to predicting soil
biogeochemical cycling and C fluxes.
The decomposition of soil organic matter is influenced not only by climatic
variables, such as ecosystem temperature and moisture, but also by critical soil
biogeochemical factors (Bradford et al. 2016). One such biogeochemical factor is the
presence of redox-active metals, which can facilitate the oxidation of soil organic matter.
Soil organic matter oxidation involves the depolymerization of larger organic
compounds, such as particulate organic carbon (POC), into smaller, enzymatically
accessible compounds and is a critical step in their decomposition (Meentemeyer 1978).
Redox-active metals are effective at facilitating soil organic matter oxidation, and one
such metal that has been demonstrated to play a critical role in soil organic matter
oxidation in a multitude of ecosystems is manganese (Mn) (Berg et al. 2007; Keiluweit et
al. 2015; Jones et al. 2018). However, few studies have quantified the impact of reactive
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Mn species on decomposition as well as the underlying mechanisms that drive these
processes.
Importance of Mn availability in soil environments
Mn availability has been demonstrated to be a critical factor in controlling
decomposition and soil carbon storage. In over 4,500 forest soils across a wide climatic
gradient in Sweden, increased Mn concentration was a stronger predictor for lower C
storage (Stendahl et al. 2017) than any other climatic or edaphic variable, indicating the
importance of Mn across a diverse array of environmental conditions. Additionally, litter
incubation studies conducted in forests have demonstrated Mn to stimulate litter
decomposition (Berg et al. 2007), and similar correlations have been demonstrated
between Mn and soil CO2 emissions in peatland systems (Dhandapani et al. 2021),
further supporting the significant influence of Mn on decomposition and controlling C
storage across ecosystems globally.
The role of Mn(III) and Mn availability
In soil environments, Mn is predominantly found in either Mn(II), Mn(III), or
Mn(IV) oxidation states. Soluble Mn(II) can be enzymatically oxidized by microbes,
particularly lignolytic fungi, to Mn(III) (Hofrichter 2002). Mn(III) is a highly reactive
intermediate and potent oxidant that is effective at penetrating and depolymerizing large
lignocellulose compounds such as wood, that enzymes are unable to access, and at
enabling enzymatic decomposition (Hofrichter 2002). Enhanced Mn availability in fungal
cultures increases Mn deposition on wood and has been implicated in enhancing wood
degradation (Kirker et al. 2017; Pinzari et al. 2018). However, to what effect enhanced
Mn availability has on microbially mediated Mn(III) formation and subsequent litter
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decomposition remains unexplored. To date, only few Mn manipulation experiments
have made explicit links between the amount of bioavailable Mn to the rate of organic
matter oxidation, with most instead focused on Mn concentrations in soil and litter (Trum
et al. 2015; Berg et al. 2015). In studies that do perform Mn manipulations, correlations
made between Mn concentrations and litter decomposition show inconsistencies, such as
undifferentiated aromaticity in dissolved organic carbon (DOC) with greater Mn
additions despite enhancing decomposition rates (Trum et al. 2012; Trum et al. 2015).
These discrepancies are difficult to resolve as an understanding of the underlying
mechanisms that affect Mn–C coupled cycling are dependent on measuring Mn chemical
transformations that are often not performed in litter incubations. Additionally, forest and
agricultural litter incubations with Mn additions typically excluded the incorporation of
redox dynamics (Sun et al. 2019), despite their importance in driving Mn transformations
(Madison et al. 2013). The incorporation of critical components, such as redox dynamics
involved in Mn–C coupled cycling studies, has been sparse, thereby limiting our
understanding of the processes involved.
Mn redox cycling across oxic-anoxic interfaces
Manganese is subject to intense redox cycling in soils and sediments, which
ultimately dictate their oxidation state across the redox gradient (Oldham et al. 2017;
Hansel 2017). Mn speciation varies across redox gradients defined by gradually changing
O2 concentrations, which control the oxic and anoxic reactions involved in Mn cycling.
In studies documenting Mn cycling in marine sediments, Mn oxides found along anoxic
zones were reduced, which resulted in the mobilization and translocation of Mn(II) across
the oxic-anoxic interface (OAI) to then allow Mn(III) formation (Trouwborst et al. 2006;
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Madison et al. 2013; Oldham et al. 2017; Jones and Tebo 2021). Subsequently, Mn(III)
formation at OAIs can then facilitate POC oxidation (Jones et al. 2018) and play a major
role in Mn–C coupled cycling across redox gradients. In anoxic zones, the reduction of
Mn oxides can be facilitated microbially when conditions are energetically favorable for
Mn respiration coupled to organic matter degradation (Tebo 1991; Warrinnier et al. 2020;
LaRowe et al. 2021). In addition, the abiotic oxidation of POC via Mn oxide-catalyzed
reactions has been demonstrated to be a major factor in Mn–C coupled cycling (Ma et al.
2020) and has been implicated in tropical forest systems (Sanchez et al. 2021), indicating
both biotic and abiotic processes are critical in anoxic environments. These interactions
show that Mn transformations and the formation of reactive Mn(III) is controlled by both
biotic and abiotic processes, but the individual contributions of each process to Mn–C
coupled cycling are largely unknown.
Mn(III)-mediated C oxidation at oxic-anoxic interfaces
In soil systems, Mn(III) formation is primarily facilitated by the microbial
oxidation of Mn(II), particularly by lignolytic fungi that produce enzymes such as
manganese peroxidase (Hofrichter 2002; Zeiner et al. 2016). Soil incubations studies
have shown fungal-mediated Mn oxidation occurring at OAIs (Thompson et al. 2005),
indicating that microbial processes are critical for Mn cycling in soils. The absence of
fungi that facilitate Mn transformations has been demonstrated to weaken the effect of
Mn concentrations on organic matter degradation (Kranabetter 2019), emphasizing
microbial Mn oxidation as a constraint on POC oxidation. A recent study conducted by
Jones et al. (2018) using incubations of forest soils within diffusion reactors with a fixed
redox gradient showed that overlapping Mn and O2 gradients resulted in measurable Mn
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oxidation and POC oxidation at the OAI (Jones et al. 2018). Additionally, this study also
found the highest potential for POC oxidation at the OAI and indicated that the
incorporation of redox gradients is critical for understanding soil Mn cycling. In
summary, it is clear that Mn bioavailability and microbially mediated Mn(III) formation
at OAIs are critical components involved in POC oxidation. However, while the
significance of Mn bioavailability and its impact on soil C decomposition is increasingly
being recognized (Keiluweit et al. 2015; Li et al. 2021), its effect on POC oxidation along
redox gradients has yet to be examined in spite of overwhelming evidence of its impact in
ecosystem studies (Trum et al. 2015; Berg et al. 2015; Stendahl et al. 2017; Sun et al.
2019).
Current knowledge gap in understanding Mn–C coupled cycling across redox gradients
While Jones et al. (2018) were able to show Mn-mediated POC oxidation at
OAIs, they were unable to elucidate the importance of different abiotically and
microbially driven Mn transformations across the redox gradient. Jones et al. (2018) were
also unable to determine the role of biotic and abiotic Mn reduction coupled with POC
oxidation in anoxic zones driving Mn mobilization—a significant knowledge gap in Mn
cycling in soil environments. Finally, Jones et al. (2018) did not quantify how Mn redox
cycling across the redox gradient affects CO2 production and the relative contributions of
abiotic and biotic Mn reactions to POC oxidation. Specifically, the contributions of
microbial and abiotic Mn(II) oxidation coupled with POC oxidation at OAIs (Hofrichter
2002; Madison et al. 2013; Oldham et al. 2017), and anoxic Mn oxide reduction coupled
with both abiotic POC oxidation (Ma et al. 2020) and microbial respiration (LaRowe et
al. 2021) were not explored and are a significant unknown in understanding Mn–C
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coupled cycling across redox gradients.
Our study aimed to quantify the impact of Mn availability on Mn-mediated POC
oxidation across the redox gradient and the specific contributions of abiotic and biotic
reactions. To do this, we varied Mn availability along redox gradients established within
soil diffusion reactors and assessed the corresponding changes in POC oxidation across
the redox gradient. Diffusion reactors designed to establish a stable redox gradient were
packed with varying Mn concentrations and POC (oak chips), and then incubated for 90
days. Placement of Mn oxides of various amounts within the anoxic zone of the reactors
allowed us to manipulate Mn(II) translocation across the OAI. All reactors were amended
with microbial inoculum except for uninoculated controls, which were conducted to
decipher the relative importance of abiotic and biotic processes. Changes in Mn oxidation
state along the redox gradient was determined using a combination of wet-chemical
extractions and X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy. The impact
on POC oxidation was determined using a combination of C near edge X-ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy and continuous CO2 measurements. This
experimental design allowed us to examine the abiotic and biotic contributions to (i) Mn
reduction to supplying Mn(II) from the anoxic zone towards the OAI, (ii) Mn oxidedriven POC oxidation in the anoxic zone, and (iii) Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation at the
OAI.
Figure 1 and Table 1 display the primary reactions investigated in our study as
well as the hypothesized outcomes in our reactor treatments:
1) We hypothesized that enhanced Mn availability would increase the amount of
Mn(II) mobilized via reductive dissolution, especially in our inoculated
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treatment. We expected a subsequent increase in Mn(III) formation at the
OAI, which would lead to enhanced POC oxidation and CO2 production
(Figure 1b).
2) Additionally, we hypothesized that uninoculated treatments would show lower
Mn oxide-catalyzed C oxidation in the anoxic zone (Table 1.III) and Mn(III)mediated C oxidation at the OAI (Table 1.I) compared with inoculated
treatments (Figure 1c). Conversely, the inoculated treatment was expected to
show greater C oxidation due to enhanced microbial Mn oxide reduction
(Table 1.IV) and Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation at the OAI (Table 1.II).
Our overall work quantifies the relative importance of microbial and abiotic processes in
controlling Mn translocation and reactive Mn formation along redox gradients.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
2.1 Diffusion Reactors
To establish a stable redox gradient that we could utilize to measure Mn
transformations, we used proven diffusion reactors adopted from Jones et al. (2018).
Reactors were made of a polycarbonate case (10 x 8 x 1 cm) with openings at the top to
allow oxygen to diffuse into the soil matrix. An inlet at the bottom of the reactor allowed
us to regulate the water table height and control the position of the OAI.
To reduce interference with other redox sensitive elements like iron (Fe), we
created an artificial soil consisting of sand, oak chips, and microbial inoculum. Sand
(Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) was washed three times by acid washing with 0.5 M
HCl to remove residual metals and then rinsed with nanopure water before drying. The
Mn manipulations were provided via the synthesis of acid birnessite (Villalobos et al.
2003), which allowed for the dissolution and mobilization of Mn under anoxic conditions
across the redox gradient. Mn treatments were established by coating the washed sands
with designated concentrations on a mass-by-mass basis using an acid birnessite slurry
mixed into the sand that was allowed to dry over 96 hours. Oak chips were used as a
proxy for POC and were oven dried at 105°C for 24 hours prior to the start of the
experiment to minimize microbial activity.
To determine the influence of Mn availability on Mn cycling across the redox
gradient, we established three inoculated Mn treatments of varying concentrations
(control – 0 μg/g Mn; low-Mn – 400 μg/g Mn; high-Mn – 2000 μg/g Mn). The selected
Mn treatments spanned a range of Mn concentrations observed in studies of forest litter
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and soil horizons (Blume et al. 2015; Berg et al. 2015). An additional uninoculated
treatment (no inoculum treatment –2000 μg/g Mn) allowed us to quantify abiotic Mn
oxide-catalyzed and Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation. Soil inoculum was extracted using
1200 mL of an artificial soil solution on a mixture of 10% litter, 80% O-horizon, and
10% A-horizon soil collected at Harvard Forest during the Summer (Harvard Forest,
Petersham, MA). The artificial soil solution consisted of a nutrient solution premade to
mimic Harvard Forest groundwater concentrations for our sampling site (Table S-1). A
20 mm Mn oxides layer at the bottom of the reactor was established in the Mn treatments
as follows: 36g of sand and oak chips (1:100 ratio) received 41 mL of microbial inoculate
(excluding the no inoculum treatment) and packed at the bottom 20 mm of the reactors.
The upper 35 mm of all reactors were then packed with 54 g of sand-oak chip mixture
(1:100) and in inoculated treatments were amended with 61 mL of microbial inoculum.
The non-inoculated treatments received equivalent volumes of sterile artificial soil
solution. Reactors were then wetted through the inlet with our artificial soil solution to
establish the water table at 12–18 mm below the soil surface for the duration of the
experiment. Triplicate reactors were incubated in the dark at 23 °C and then harvested
after 90 days.
2.2 Reactor Sampling
Reactors were harvested at 90 days in an anoxic atmosphere (97%/3% N2/H2)
within an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratory Products Inc., Ann Arbor, MI) to
minimize changes to sample oxidation due to atmospheric exposure. The soil profile was
divided into four subsections designated oxic (0–12 mm), interface (12–18 mm), anoxic
bulk (18–35 mm), and anoxic Mn layer (35–55 mm) that were sampled accordingly.
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Reactor samples were drained of liquid first and then the inlet using syringes, removed
from the anaerobic chamber and frozen, and then freeze-dried using a lyophilizer
(Labconco, Kansas City, MO) for 72 hours before being stored in an anaerobic chamber
until further processing.
2.3 Sequential Extractions
Reactive Mn phases and total abundance of Mn phases of different crystallinity
were determined using pyrophosphate extractions and sequential extractions,
respectively, following a similar protocol adopted from Jones et al. (2020). Sequential
extractions were done using a sequence of H2O, hydroxylamine, and dithionite-HCl as
the extractants. Extracts were analyzed on an MP-AES (Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA). We similarly measured Fe to account for potential contributions from Fe-C
coupled redox reactions. To estimate POC associated with the various Mn phases, we
used a total organic carbon analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-L) to measure water-extractable
organic carbon (WEOC) in both the H2O extracts and the pyrophosphate extracts.
2.4 CO2 Measurements
CO2 measurements were conducted throughout the experiment to quantify
differences in CO2 production due to treatment effects. Briefly, to quantify CO2
production over time, openings on top of the reactors were sealed with silicon stoppers
for 6 hours to allow the reactors to accumulate CO2. CO2 was sampled through septa and
quantified on an infrared gas analyzer (LI-COR Biosciences LI-8100A, Lincoln, NE).
Measured concentrations were used to calculate cumulative respiration over the course of
the experiment. Sealants were then removed after measurement. Gas sampling occurred
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between 2–3-day intervals for the first 30 days of the experiment, and afterwards was
measured with decreasing frequency up until the end of the experiment.
2.5 Manganese XANES and Carbon NEXAFS Spectroscopy
To determine average Mn oxidation, reactor samples were analyzed using Mn Kedge XANES at the soft x-ray micro-characterization beamline (SXRMB) at the
Canadian Light Source (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada). Triplicate samples were
ground, homogenized, and combined before being mounted on a sample holder with
carbon tape. Linear combination fitting in Athena under the Demeter package was used to
quantify the relative abundance of Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) and to determine the
average Mn oxidation state (Ravel and Newville 2005; Manceau et al. 2012).
Changes in C oxidation state and functional groups were determined using C Kedge NEXAFS at the spherical grating monochromator beamline at the Canadian Light
Source. Analyzed data were processed using the Athena software through peak fitting,
with key functional groups and parameters (Table S-2) adopted from Keiluweit et al.
(2017). Changes in POC characterization were integrated with Mn chemistry to
determine Mn-driven POC oxidation throughout the reactor profile.
2.6 Statistics
Comparisons for CO2 production between treatments were done using model
comparisons between respiration data fitted to a single first-order kinetic model (Tian et
al. 1992; Sleutel et al. 2005). Statistical comparisons were done using an F-test
comparison for fitted models and the results are displayed in Table S-5. Statistical
comparisons were done for sequential extractions using a 1-way ANOVA Tukey test for
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comparisons between corresponding sampling layers and extractants between treatments.
Individual P-values between comparisons are given in Table S-4.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Mn sequential extractions and XANES
Wet chemical extractions combined with Mn XANES showed enhanced Mn
availability with increased initial Mn concentrations in inoculated reactors (Figure 2).
The highest extractable Mn from the reactor matrix was found in the high-Mn treatment,
followed by the low-Mn treatment, the uninoculated high-Mn treatment, and no-Mn
treatment. Across both the low and high-Mn treatments, the greatest quantity of oxidized
Mn, barring the treatment zone, was found at the OAI (12–18 mm). At the OAI, the highMn and low-Mn treatments had 19x and 13x higher extractable Mn, respectively, than the
uninoculated treatment. Hydroxylamine extractions accounted for 40–60% of the total
Mn in both the low and high-Mn treatments within the 0–12, 12–18, and 18–35 mm
sampling zones. Within the no inoculum treatment, hydroxylamine extractable Mn
contributed between 60–80% of the sampling zones. While dithionite-extractable Mn
represented between 70–85% of the total Mn in the control treatment, it only represented
approximately 3% of the total Mn in our Mn-amended treatments. Extractable Mn
increased with Mn availability in both our high and low Mn treatment but not our no
inoculum treatment relative to the control treatment (Figure S-1, Table S-4).
Mn XANES estimates of the relative contribution of Mn valence states showed
higher Mn(III) in the high-Mn treatment compared with the low-Mn treatment (Figure 2).
Total Mn(III) was 2-3x greater in the high-Mn treatment within the OAI sampling zone
compared with the low-Mn treatment. Total extractable oxidized Mn (Mn(III) + Mn(IV))
was greatest in the high-Mn treatment, followed by the low-Mn, then the no inoculum
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treatment, and finally the control treatments. Overall, Mn analysis showed enhanced Mn
availability under inoculated treatments resulted in higher Mn translocated to the upper
depths of the reactor matrix and an increase in total oxidized Mn.
3.2 CO2 Production
Enhanced Mn availability and microbial inoculum significantly increased CO2 in
our experiments. Over the 90-day incubation period, cumulative CO2 measurements of
our incubated soil reactor (Figure 3) showed that both the high and low-Mn treatments
had greater CO2 production than the no inoculum treatment by 55% and 32%,
respectively. The high-Mn treatment CO2 production was statistically greater than all
other treatments (P < 0.01) (Table S-5). CO2 measured in the high-Mn treatment was also
25% greater than the control treatment, while cumulative CO2 measured in the low-Mn
treatment was 1% lower than the control treatments after 90 days. Additionally, CO2
measured in the high and low Mn treatments were 48% and 33% higher than the no
inoculum treatment after 14 days and were also 25% and 12% higher than the control
treatment, respectively. While the low-Mn and control treatment were not statistically
different from each other (P = 0.12), both were greater than the no inoculum treatment
(P<0.01). Overall, the high-Mn treatment had the greatest CO2 measurement for
cumulative CO2, while the low-Mn treatment showed greater CO2 production than both
the no inoculum and control treatments only during the first two weeks of CO2 sampling.
3.3 C NEXAFS and Characterization
C NEXAFS spectroscopy conducted on our bulk samples showed increasing POC
oxidation with increasing Mn availability. A list of specific functional groups analyzed
and their relative contribution to POC chemistry is included in Table S-3. In particular,
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the ratio between Carboxylic:Aromatic peaks is a measure of the degree of oxidation of
POC, with higher ratios indicative of increased POC oxidation. The high-Mn treatment
has the greatest Carboxylic:Aromatic peak ratio at the redox interface, which declines
with depth (Figure 4). Additional changes in C functional groups (Table S-3) showed the
greatest decrease in C groups associated with aromaticity (Quinone, Aromatic, and
Phenolic) at the high-Mn OAI sampling zone compared with all other treatments (Table
S-6). Measurements in both Mn Oxide treatment layer and the OAI in the high-Mn
treatment indicate greater POC oxidation than the no inoculum treatment, likely
attributed to microbial oxidation (Figure 4, Figure S-6, Table S-3). Overall, C NEXAFS
showed greater OM oxidation across the high-Mn treatment compared to the no inoculum
treatment.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Our experimental results showed that POC oxidation was driven by enhanced Mn
cycling along the redox gradient. Increasing Mn oxide concentrations enhanced Mn(II)
translocation to the OAI. Increased Mn(II) availability at the redox interface resulted in
increased Mn(II) oxidation and Mn(III) formation at the OAI, which subsequently
increased POC oxidation and CO2 production. With inhibited microbial activity (no
inoculum treatment), Mn oxide reduction and Mn(II) translocation across the redox
gradients decreased, resulting in decreased Mn oxidation at the OAI. This reduced Mn
redox cycling across the redox gradient in the no inoculum treatment resulted in lower
POC oxidation and CO2 production. Comparison of the inoculated and uninoculated
treatments further suggests that enhanced POC oxidation was principally facilitated by
complex Mn(III)-driven reactions, rather than Mn oxide-catalyzed POC oxidation alone.
Overall, our experimental results show strong links between the Mn(II) supply through
microbial Mn oxide reduction, Mn(III) oxidation, and POC degradation across the
gradient, highlighting the critical role of microbial Mn cycling in C oxidation within
redox-active soils and sediments.
4.1 Enhanced Mn availability increases Mn cycling across the redox gradient
Enhanced Mn concentrations and the incorporation of microbial processes (both
reduction and oxidation across the OAI) enhanced Mn cycling across the redox gradient.
Increasing Mn translocation with increasing Mn concentration, especially in the high-Mn
treatment, resulted in both higher total and reactive Mn formation at the OAI. The
increased reactive Mn formation suggests that the addition of Mn oxides enhanced the
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total Mn translocated via anoxic reduction, which increased the supply of Mn(II) at the
OAI for both abiotic and biotic oxidation. This is indicated by the increasing
concentration and presence of oxidized Mn, which was observed in both Mn extractions
as well as solid phase characterization of the Mn oxidation state in our reactors (Figure
2).
Interestingly, we did not notice a distinct band of Mn oxide formation that has
been observed in other soil Mn incubation experiments in conjunction with increased
reactive Mn formation (Thompson et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2018). There are several
possible reasons for this, with one of them being that Mn(III) quantification is difficult as
its sensitive and transient nature makes it difficult to detect and distinguish from
dissolved Mn(II) (Kim et al. 2022). Additionally, the lack of Mn-oxidizing microbes in
our inoculum (Zelinka et al. 2021) may have limited Mn oxidation at the OAI. The
inoculum likely favored bacteria over fungi (Kallenbach et al. 2016), which are known to
facilitate Mn oxidation at OAIs (Thompson et al. 2015), highlighting the need for further
study of the Mn-oxidizing microbes in forest soils. Additionally, Mn oxide formation can
be inhibited by several soil conditions, including ligand concentration, pH, and rapid
interaction between Mn(III) and POC (Duckworth and Sposito 2005; Morgan et al.
2021). Mn influences on POC oxidation is also a time-dependent process, and the activity
of different species of fungi facilitating Mn oxidation has been shown to be highly
variable as well (Perez and Jeffries 1992; Zeiner et al. 2016; Yue et al. 2021), suggesting
that we possibly did not run the incubation long enough for our specific system. In
contrast, it is also possible that the 90-day duration of our experiment exceeded the
optimal time for Mn band formation that have been observed after 30 days (Jones et al.
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2018). The extended incubation period may have allowed the Mn band to be chemically
diffused through microbial reduction (Stone 1987), thereby dissipating the observable
band. The numerous factors involved in Mn oxide formation and dissolution at OAIs
point to their sensitivity and indicate a need for further investigation into understanding
the temporal dynamics involved in the formation of Mn(III) and Mn transformations
across redox gradients.
4.2 Abiotic Mn reduction plays a minor role in mobilizing Mn across the redox gradient
By isolating the impacts of abiotic processes on Mn–C coupled cycling across the
redox gradient, we were able to determine that abiotic processes play a minor
contribution in mobilizing Mn and subsequent reductions in Mn oxidation at the OAI
compared with inoculated treatments. Having primarily abiotic reduction of Mn oxide in
the anoxic layers resulted in a decrease in Mn mobilized across the redox gradient
compared to inoculated treatments, leading to less Mn formation at the OAI due to lower
Mn and slower oxidation kinetics (Gregory and Carlson 2003). We observed a decrease
in total reactive Mn(III) at the interface in the no inoculum treatment compared with the
high Mn treatment, which indicates that the removal of microbial processes occurring
both anoxically and at the OAI reduces the supply of Mn translocated to the OAI, stifling
reactive Mn(III) formation. Our observations can be explained by studies comparing the
reduction rates of different Mn minerals by microbes and abiotic mechanisms in which
bacterial reduction tends to be more rapid (Johnson et al. 2016), although these outcomes
may be dependent on the types of Mn minerals and chemical conditions present in the
environment (Burdige et al. 2009). Additionally, the diverse mechanisms of bacteria with
respect to the chemical alteration of mineral surfaces and chemical environments allow
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thermodynamic limitations found in abiotic Mn dissolution to be overcome (Luther and
Popp 2002; Burdige et al. 2009), which may explain the enhanced Mn reduction found in
our high-Mn reactors compared with our no inoculum treatment. Overall, our findings
emphasize the importance of microbial processes, particularly the anaerobic Mn
respiration and subsequent Mn reduction, in mobilizing Mn(II) and controlling the flow
of Mn(II) throughout Mn–C coupled cycling.
4.3 Enhanced Mn availability increases microbial Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation at
OAIs, but not abiotic Mn oxide-catalyzed POC oxidation
Enhancing Mn oxide concentrations led to an increase in the formation of reactive
Mn at OAIs, which subsequently enhanced Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation while
having minimal impact on Mn oxide-catalyzed POC oxidation. At the anoxic layer, the C
NEXAFS spectra (Figure 4) suggests that there were little differences between the highMn and no inoculum treatment, indicating that anoxic POC oxidation was largely
unaffected by the addition of anaerobic microbes. Further characterization of water
extractable organic carbon also indicated little differences between the no inoculum
treatment and the inoculated Mn treatments (Figure S-2). This may have been due to
increasing Mn concentrations in anoxic zones during Mn oxide reduction (Oldham et al.
2017), which negatively impact the predominantly bacterial communities in anoxic
environments (Reith et al. 2002) that can be more sensitive to metal toxicity and leads to
decreased overall activity (Hiroki 2012). Increasing Mn oxide concentrations does,
however, increase the mobilization of Mn(II) to the OAI, which subsequently promotes
microbial Mn(II) oxidation at OAIs (Madison et al. 2013; Whalen et al. 2018) and likely
results in enhanced Mn(III) formation, Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation, and CO2
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production (Jones et al. 2018). This was best demonstrated by the differences between
our control and high-Mn treatments in which the resulting increase in both Mn
availability and reactive Mn formation at the OAI resulted in greater POC oxidation and
subsequent CO2 production in the high-Mn reactors. An increase in carboxylic groups in
POC found at the OAI suggests the oxidation of aromatic compounds (Figure 4, Figure 5,
Table S-3, Table S-6) (Hofrichter 2002), and reinforces that the process was driven by
enhanced Mn availability. Additionally, Mn was likely the primary driver of POC
oxidation as Fe analysis revealed no differences among the inoculated reactor treatments
(Figure S-7). Therefore, we can see that Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation is driven
primarily by the increased translocation of Mn to the OAI. Mn(III) formation at the OAI
is primarily microbially driven, resulting in the greatest impact in our high-Mn treatment.
Total carbon analysis in the anoxic zones showed similar concentrations of total organic
carbon between the high-Mn and no inoculum treatment, suggesting that microbes are
unable to utilize the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) resulting from depolymerized POC
(Figure S-3). While our study did not explicitly measure DOC respiration, we would
expect that enhanced POC oxidation and subsequently greater DOC concentrations would
lead to increased CO2 (Bengtson and Bengtsson 2007); our findings suggest that other
mechanisms may be responsible for inhibiting DOC respiration. Therefore, this aspect of
Mn–C coupled cycling requires further studying to understand the complexities between
POC oxidation and complete decomposition to CO2.
Contrary to our hypothesis that enhanced Mn availability would directly lead to
enhanced POC oxidation, the low-Mn treatment demonstrates that this is not necessarily
the case. When comparing the low-Mn treatment respiration to our control treatment,
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there were only minor differences in CO2 (Figure 3). This suggests the possibility that
Mn availability and its impact on POC oxidation may be affected by thresholds, and that
Mn itself in low quantities may be impeding POC degradation due to either effects of
microbial toxicity or inhibiting substrate access through mineral binding. Examples of
aquatic Mn oxidizers being inhibited by low Mn(II) concentrations support the possibility
that the low-Mn treatment may have been toxic to microbes, thereby impacting reactive
Mn formation and subsequent POC oxidation at OAIs (Chapnick et al. 1982). While
observations of Mn inhibiting Mn–oxidizing enzymes and subsequently POC degradation
have been shown (Kranabetter 2019), the reasoning behind what threshold determines
when Mn concentrations have more of a promotional rather than inhibitory effect on POC
oxidation have not been explored. One possible explanation may be that the effects of
differing metal concentrations vary depending on the microbial communities present, as
observed in studies on other redox-active metal ions such as copper that demonstrated
reduced bacterial activity high metal concentrations while fungal activity was enhanced
(Rajapaksha et al. 2004). It is possible that specific concentrations of Mn have opposite
interactions between bacteria and fungi in our reactors, given that fungi are more resilient
to high metal concentrations (Hiroki 2012), which inhibited the overall microbial
respiration in the low-Mn treatment.
4.4 Mn oxide-catalyzed POC oxidation plays a critical role in Mn-C coupled cycling
POC oxidation inferred through C NEXAFS were similar between our high-Mn
and no inoculum treatment. This would indicate that Mn oxide catalyzed POC oxidation
was the primary driver, and contributions from anaerobic Mn respiration was minor
(Figure 4, Figure S-4). This is possibly due to unfavorable energetics or the presence of
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other electron acceptors like NO3-, making specific metabolisms like Mn respiration
unfavorable in our system (Nealson and Myers 1992) despite the observation that
increased microbial presence enhanced Mn reduction and mobilization (Figure 2).
Another possibility includes Mn toxicity leading to decreased bacterial activity (Chapnick
et al. 1982; Hiroki 2012). The lower Mn mobilization in the no inoculum treatment,
however, resulted in reduced Mn-driven POC oxidation at the OAI, limiting POC
oxidation and leading to a lower measured CO2 response in the no inoculum treatment
compared with the high-Mn treatment (Figure 2, Figure 3). However, it is important to
note that the processes at the OAI are dependent on Mn mobilization, which was highly
dependent on the anoxic reduction of Mn oxides facilitated by microbes in our reactors
(Madison et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2018). These processes not only emphasize the
significance of both abiotic and biotic processes in driving Mn–C coupled cycling across
redox gradients, but also their interdependence. Additionally, the no inoculum treatment
total CO2 production accounted for nearly 60% of that measured in the high-Mn
treatment, which implies that the abiotic contribution to POC oxidation was significant
but did not fully account for the increase in the high-Mn treatment, thereby emphasizing
the importance of microbial processes in Mn–C cycling. Our findings in their entirety
indicate that Mn availability is a significant factor in driving Mn-mediated POC oxidation
but is highly dependent on Mn–C coupled reactions occurring across the redox gradient.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Mn cycling plays a significant role in litter decomposition, particularly in many
forested ecosystems (Berg et al. 2007; Keiluweit et al. 2015; Trum et al. 2015). In forest
systems, Mn-mediated litter decomposition is thought to be governed by the formation of
reactive Mn(III) (Keiluweit et al. 2015; Li et al. 2021), which in turn is dependent on the
presence of redox gradients (Madison et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2018). Our results reinforce
the significance of microbially-driven Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation at OAIs and
emphasize the dependency of Mn(III) formation on anaerobic microbial Mn reduction.
Mn reduction under anoxic conditions is a critical step in mobilizing Mn(II) to OAIs and,
given the ubiquity of anoxic microsites in soils (Van Der Lee et al. 1999; Keiluweit et al.
2017), represents an unappreciated catalyst for organic matter decomposition. These
effects are further enhanced by increasing Mn concentrations, which have been noted to
occur in both litter and mineral soil (Aponte et al. 2012; Rennert et al. 2014), and have
been impacted by anthropogenic activity and deposition (Herndon et al. 2011). Our
incorporation of redox dynamics shows that increasing Mn bioavailability enhances POC
oxidation to an extent, but Mn bioavailability is ultimately dictated by processes along
redox gradients, particularly Mn(II) mobilization via anoxic Mn reduction. These
findings emphasize the need to incorporate redox dynamics when assessing the impact of
Mn concentrations on litter decomposition rates that are often unaccounted for in Mn
field studies. Combined, our results point to the high potential impact that Mn–C coupled
cycling across redox gradients have on organic matter decomposition and, ultimately,
CO2 production. Redox gradients and OAIs are increasingly recognized as important
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zones of microbial and chemical activity, leading to hotspots of enhanced POC oxidation.
Redox-active metals such as Mn are actively utilized and cycled as instruments for
organic matter oxidation, and the microenvironments in which they exist dictate their
utilization in decomposition. The spatial and temporal dynamics involved in their
biogeochemical transformations have profound impacts on organic matter decomposition,
and improving our understanding of critical biogeochemical processes, such as Mn redox
cycling, will be critical for accurate predictions of climate change impacts on soil C
storage and CO2 fluxes.
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APPENDIX

(A)

(B)
Figure 1. Simplified framework of relevant reactions (Table 1)
involved in Mn-C cycling across a simple redox gradient:
(a) Represents a scenario where Mn oxides under anoxic conditions
are reduced coupled to POC oxidation by both anaerobic bacteria
(reaction IV) and mineral catalyzed (reaction III) reactions,
mobilizing Mn(II) to the OAI. Afterwards both abiotic (reaction I)
and microbially-mediated (reaction II) Mn(III) formation occurs,
ultimately leading to Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation. In (b)
enhanced Mn oxide concentrations are hypothesized to enhance
reaction IV, leading to greater Mn mobilization and ultimately
Mn(III) via reaction I and II. In (C), the removal of microbial
inoculum is hypothesized to remove reactions II and IV, leading to
decreased Mn(II) translocation to the OAIs and less Mn(III)
formation and Mn(III)-mediated POC oxidation.

(C)
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Figure 2 Change in Mn concentration across the redox gradient for our reactor treatments. Bar graphs denote Mn extracted by
sequential dissolution using water, hydroxylamine, and dithionite-HCl. Pier charts show the relative contribution of Mn(II),(III),
and (IV)
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Figure 3. Effects of Mn availability and inoculation on cumulative CO2 production. Error bars
denote standard error of the mean (n=3).
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0

Depth (mm)

10
20
30
No Mn
Low Mn
High Mn
High Mn (No Inoculum)

40
50
0.0

0.5
Carboxylic:Aromatic Ratio

1.0

Figure 4. Change in C functional group (carboxylic and aromatic) across the redox gradient
under different Mn treated reactors conducted on solid-phase samples collected at the end of the
incubation period. Values determined by utilizing peak fitting using a method from (Keiluweit et
al. 2017, Solomon et al. 2007) and focused on the carboxylic and aromatic peaks – ratio is a
proxy for the oxidation of C compounds.
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Aromatic

1.0

Normalized Absorbance

Carboxylic
0.8
0.6
0.4
High Mn (No Inoculum)
High Mn
Low Mn
Control

0.2
0.0
280

282

284 286 288
Energy (eV)

290

Figure 5. C NEXAFS spectra corresponding to the 12-18 mm depth transition layer. Two peaks
of interest are selected – aromatic (285.3 eV ± 0.5 width) and carboxylic (288.3 eV ± 0.5 eV).
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Table 1. Hypothesized and simplified primary reactions (unbalanced) involved in abiotic and biotic Mn cycling across redox
gradients. In reaction I, abiotic oxidation of Mn(II) via reactive oxygen species (reaction Ia) allow for the formation of Mn(III), which
subsequently oxidizes POC (reaction Ib). In reaction II, microbial enzymes like MnP facilitate the formation of Mn(III) which is
subsequently stabilized in solution by ligands (reaction IIa) before participating in POC oxidation (reaction IIb). Reactions III and IV
represent anoxic processes – reaction III represents Mn oxide-surface catalyzed oxidation of POC, while reaction IV is an example of
Mn respiration performed by anaerobic microbes.
Redox
Pathway
Reaction No.
Abiotic or
Chemical Reaction
Refs
Condition
Biotic
Oxic
Mn(III) formation and I
Abiotic
a) Abiotic Mn oxidation:
(Madison et al.
𝐿
subsequent Mn(III)2013; Oldham
Mn(II) + O2− + 2H+ → Mn(III) − L + H2O2
mediated C oxidation
et al. 2017b)

II

b) Mn reduction coupled to C
oxidation:
Mn(III)-L + POC → DOC + Mn(II)
a) Microbially mediated Mn oxidation:

Biotic

𝑀𝑛𝑃

H2O2 + 2 Mn(II) →

Anoxic

Mn Oxide catalyzed
POC oxidation

III

2Mn(III) + H2O

b) Mn reduction coupled to C
oxidation:
Mn(III)-L + POC → DOC + Mn(II)
Mn(IV)Ox + POC → Mn(II) + DOC

Abiotic

CH2O + MnO2 → Mn(III)-L + CO2 + H2O

(Madison et al.
2013; Ma et al.
2020)

MnO2 + CvHwOxNyPz + H+ → N2 + HCO3+ HPO42- + Mn2+ + H2O

(Froelich et al.
1979)

𝐿

Anaerobic Mn
respiration

IV

Biotic
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(Hofrichter
2002)

Supplementary Information:
Low Mn

High Mn

High Mn (No Inoculum)

Depth

0-12
mm
Dithionite-HCl
Hydroxylamine
Water

12-18
mm
18-35
mm
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Extractable Mn (Ratio)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Extractable Mn (Ratio)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Extractable Mn (Ratio)

S.I. Figure 1. Mn sequential extractions normalized to the Control treatment extraction pools, where
the X-axis is a representation of the ratio to control.
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Low Mn
High Mn
High Mn (No Inoculum)

5

Depth (mm)

10
15
20
25
30
0.95

1.00
1.05
1.10
FI (470/520) Normalized

1.15

S.I. Figure 2. Fluorescence Index (FI) calculated between the ratio of emission at 470 nm and
520 nm normalized to the Control FI. Values are measured for the upper three sampling zone. A
higher value indicates C attributed closer to microbial biomass.
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S.I. Figure 3. TOC analysis performed on a subsample of sequential extractions. Values are in mg C per gram soil extracted
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0

Depth (mm)

10

Control
Low Mn
High Mn
Abiotic

20
30
40
50
0.0

0.5
1.0
1.5
-1
SUVA (L mg m-1)

2.0

S.I. Figure 4. Change in aromaticity of OM within water extractions conducted using SUVA,
calculated by normalizing UV254 by NPOC. A higher SUVA index is indicative of greater
aromaticity in the sample. Here, there is great overlap in the SUVA index for all samples. The
Abiotic treatment on average is characterized with a lower SUVA value, which would indicate it
is less aromatic than the Mn treated reactors, contrary to our expectations.
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0

Depth (mm)

10
20
30
40

Control
Low Mn
High Mn
Abiotic

50
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
Flourescence Index (470/520 nm)

S.I. Figure 5. Change in predominant source of DOC determined using EEMs fluorescence
index between 470 nm and 520 nm using an excitation of 370 nm. A higher ratio indicates the
source of DOC to be attributed to microbial communities whereas a lower ratio has higher
contribution from plant sources.
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285.31429
288.31429
Aromatic

Carboxylic

S.I. Figure 6 Stacked spectra for both the OAI and Mn
Oxide treatment layer for all treatments, focused on the
282-292 eV region. Note that because we did not
distinguish the 35-55 mm sampling zone for the Control
treatment, there is no spectra relevant for that specific
sample location.

0-6 mm

6-12 mm

12-18 mm

18-35 mm

35-55 mm

High Mn (No Inoculum)
High Mn
Low Mn
36
Control
282

284

286
288
Energy (eV)

290

292

S.I. Figure 7 Sequential extraction results for Fe
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SUPPLMENTARY FIGURES
Table S-1: Groundwater Concentrations Chemical constituents in artificial groundwater used
during the reactor incubations, pH for the artificial groundwater solution was adjusted to 5.5
using NaOH and HS.
Compound
KCl
MgSO4
CaSO4·2H2O
KH2PO4
NaHCO3
KNO3

Concentration (mM)
4.155
3.737
3.688
0.0485
3.857
0.0732
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Table S-2: C NEXAFS Fit Parameters
C Functional Group
eV
Quinonic
284.3
Aromatic
285.3
Phenolic
286.5
Aliphatic
287.5
Carboxylic
288.3
Alkylic
289
Carbonylic
290
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Table S-3. Table of relative fit percentage for functional groups on C NEXAFS spectra along with Chi-squared goodness of fit:

Treatment
Control

Low Mn

High Mn

Abiotic

Sampling
Zone (mm)
0-6
6-12
12-18
18-35
35-55
0-6
6-12
12-18
18-35
35-55
0-6
6-12
12-18
18-35
35-55
0-6
6-12
12-18
18-35
35-55

% Quinonic

% Aromatic
3.5
1.2
2.3
0

-

22
20.3
21.7
18.5
-

2
0.1
2.4
0.3
0.2
0.9
2.1
2.7
3.3
0
2.2
3.7
0
2.4
0

% Phenolic
10.5
9.7
10.8
10.1
-

21.5
22.8
23
21.1
21.2
22.4
20.1
18.9
21.4
18.5
21.3
22.1
23.7
19.2
21.5

% Aliphatic

% Carboxylic % Alkylic

17.7
19
19.1
16.9
-

7.9
8.1
4.3
8
-

9.3
12
11.6
13.5
9.3
9.7
9.4
10.8
12.6
11.2
7.1
8.2
9.4
11
7.6

20.5
20.4
18.7
19.9
19.1
19.3
18.8
16.1
18.4
18.7
19.3
19.3
18.6
17.7
20.5
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% Carbonylic Chi-Squared
30
32.2
31.1
36.8

2.9
3.6
4.7
3.6
6.7
6.2
5.7
9.4
5.5
6.2
6.9
3.9
5.4
5
6.3

8.4
9.7
10.8
9.6
-

33.8
30.2
30.9
29.2
34.5
32.6
33.8
32.3
29.8
35.5
32
34.2
32.8
32.8
33.1

0.78
0.82
0.58
0.99
-

10.1
10.9
8.8
12.5
9.1
8.9
10.2
9.9
9.1
9.9
11.1
8.6
10.1
11.8
10.9

0.71
0.42
1.39
0.49
1.39
0.8
1.21
1.22
0.59
0.87
1.16
1.73
1.28
0.75
1.38

Table S-4. Statistical comparisons between individual extractions for corresponding
sampling depths.
Water
0-12
12-18
18-35
mm
mm
mm
Comparison
P-Value P-Value P-Value
High v. Control
<0.01
0.02
0.85
High v. Low
0.79
0.38
0.97
High v. No Inoculum
<0.01
0.02
0.1
Low v. Control
<0.01
0.06
0.12
Low v. No Inoculum
<0.01
0.07
0.15
No Inoculum v. Control
0.99
0.99
0.99
Hydroxylamine
0-12
12-18
mm
mm
Comparison
P-Value P-Value
High v. Control
<0.01
<0.01
High v. Low
0.65
0.18
High v. No Inoculum
0.02
<0.01
Low v. Control
0.02
0.02
Low v. No Inoculum
0.13
0.03
No Inoculum v. Control
0.6
0.95

18-35
mm
P-Value
0.15
0.7
0.28
0.42
0.74
0.9

Dithionite-HCl
0-12
12-18
mm
mm
Comparison
P-Value P-Value
High v. Control
0.07
0.66
High v. Low
0.3
0.87
High v. No Inoculum
0
0.99
Low v. Control
0.99
0.97
Low v. No Inoculum
0.37
0.87
No Inoculum v. Control
0.09
0.66

18-35
mm
P-Value
<0.01
0.98
1
<0.01
0.98
<0.01
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Table S-5. Statistical comparisons between modeled CO2 data using an F-test for model
fit
Single First Order Kinetic Model
Comparison
Comparison
P-Value
High v. Control
<0.01
High v. Low
<0.01
High v. No Inoculum
<0.01
Low v. Control
0.12
Low v. No Inoculum
<0.01
No Inoculum v. Control
<0.01
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Table S-6. Comparisons between functional groups of the top 0-18mm (oxic and OAI).
Total aromatic groups represent the sum of the relative abundance of quinonic, aromatic,
and phenolic groups in C NEXAFS.
Treatment
Sampling
Total Aromatic
% Carboxylic
Carboxylic:Total
Zone
Groups
Aromatic Groups
(mm)
(283.8 – 287 eV)
Control
0-18
33.9%
6.7%
0.20
Low Mn
0-18
34.9%
3.7%
0.11
High Mn
0-18
32.3%
7.1%
0.22
No Inoculum
0-18
32.6%
5.4%
0.17
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